APPENDIX - XXIV
Scoring Key for Reading Achievement Test

I. Letter Identification

1. Desert, Den, Desk, Deep
2. Brush, wish, finish, punish
3. Fan, French, Female, Flower
4. Grass, Great, Grave, Good
5. Cat, Cup, Cup, Cot

II. Word Attack

1. Water
2. School
3. Knife
4. Bread
5. Table

III. Analogues

1. to eat
2. gloves
3. water
4. light
5. teach
IV. Sound Identification

1. Different
2. Same
3. Different
4. Same
5. Same

V. Word Recognition

1. Butter / Shutter, Butter, Coffer, Chatter
2. Horrible / Terrible, Horrible, Tolerable, Bearable
3. Carrot / Parrot, Carrot, Bucket, Cricket
4. Bat / Cat, Fat, Bat, Mat
5. Hide / Tide, Hide, Side, Wide

VI. Reading with correct pronunciation, intonation, stress etc.

VII. Complete the missing letters by following the pictures

1. Five
2. Key
3. Switch
4. Ring
5. Wheel
**VIII Comprehension**

1. In the garden
2. Sometimes the window will be broken
3. I stayed at home and read a book last Sunday
4. No he did not break my window
5. No the window was not shut

**IX Auditory Segmentation**

1. Shouted
2. Won
3. Honest
4. Blow
5. Punished

**X. Cloze Test**

1. herd
2. Cranes
3. Big
4. Lotuses
5. Cranes

*Mark is given for any appropriate answer*